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1. Introduction. Let x and y be two independent normal variates dis-

tributed with zero means and a common variance; then it is well-known that

the quotient x/y follows the Cauchy law distributed symmetrically about the

origin. Now the question that naturally arises is whether it is possible to ob-

tain a characterization of the normal distribution by this property of the

quotient. The converse problem can be more precisely formulated as follows:

Let x and y be two independently and identically distributed random

variables having a common distribution function F(x). Let the quotient

03 = x/y follow the Cauchy law distributed symmetrically about the origin

w = 0. Then the question that arises is whether F(x) is normal.

But this converse problem is not true; a very simple example of a non-

normal distribution F(x) where the quotient x/y follows the Cauchy law has

been constructed by the author in [l]. Thus our problem now essentially re-

duces to that of complete enumeration of the class of distribution laws F(x)

where the quotient x/y follows the Cauchy law. The author [2 ] has also de-

rived some interesting general properties possessed by the class of distribution

functions F(x). Recently Steck [7] has also given some examples of non-

normal distributions F(x) where the quotient has a Cauchy law(2). In the

present paper we shall discuss some methods of construction of a class of dis-

tribution functions F(x) having finite absolute moments up to a certain order

k (£=S 1) where the quotient x/y has the Cauchy law. In §2 we derive some

useful analytical lemmas. In §3 we make use of these lemmas and construct

a class of distribution functions F(x). In the final section we apply some re-

sults in the theory of rational characteristic functions and non-negative

trigonometric polynomials and construct another class of distribution func-

tions F(x).

2. Some useful lemmas. We now prove some lemmas which are to be

deduced essentially from the theory of analytic functions. These lemmas are
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useful in the proofs of the subsequent results and are also of independent

interest.

Lemma 2.1. Let f(x) be a continuous non-negative function of the real vari-

able x. Let the integral

/xvf(x)dx
o

exist for all v in the interval 0 ^ v ̂  V, (V> 0). Then the integral

/I oo
x~"f(x)dx       (z a complex number)

o

is an analytic function of the complex variable z which is regular at least in the

strip 0 ̂  Im (z)^V of the upper half plane.

Proof. We write the integral I(z) as the sum of $i(z) and $%(z) such that

(2.1) /(*) = *,(«) + *,(«)

where

*i(a) =  I   x-"f(x)dx;        <*>2(z) = |    x~uf(x)dx.

We first discuss the analyticity of the function $2(z). Let us suppose that z

ranges over an arbitrary bounded region D which is contained in the strip

0 ^ Im (z) ^ V of the upper half plane. Then there exist two real constants y

and 8 such that

y g Im (z) ^ 8 (0 g 7 < 8 ^ V).

Now putting z — u-r-iv (u and v both real), we see easily that whenever z lies

in this arbitrary bounded region D, we have

I x-" I   = *• ̂  xs (8 g V)

provided that x^l. Thus for all values of z in D, we have

(2.2) |*i(*)|   ^ f   x»f(x)dx.

Then using the test of uniform convergence [8, p. 22] it follows at once from

(2.2) that $2(2) is uniformly convergent in the same region D. Finally apply-

ing the definition of analytic functions by means of integrals [8, pp. 99-100],

we deduce easily that #2(2) is an analytic function of the complex variable 2

which is regular at least in the strip 0 ^ Im (z) ^ V of the upper half plane.

In the same way, we derive the analyticity of the integral $1(2). When z

lies in the same arbitrary bounded region D, we can show easily that
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(2.3) | *!(8)|   g  f Xyf(x)dx.
J 0

From (2.3), repeating the same argument as in the case of &i(z), we prove

that <I>i(z) is also an analytic function which is regular at least in the same

strip Oglm (z)gV of the upper half plane. This completes the proof of the

lemma.

As a special case of this lemma, we can verify easily that if the integral

foXvf(x)dx exists for all v = 0, then I(z) is regular throughout the upper half

plane Im (z) ̂ 0.

We next prove some analogous lemmas in the theory of probability which

are themselves of independent interest.

Lemma 2.2. Let the distribution function F(x) of a random variable x be

symmetric about the origin x = 0, absolutely continuous and have a continuous

probability density function f(x) = F'(x) and also possess finite absolute moments

up to a certain order k (k=l). Let <p(t) = E(ei,logixi) denote the characteristic func-

tion of the distribution of log \x\. Then the function

<t>(-z) = E(e~" 1o« I*1)

considered as a function of the complex variable z, is an analytic function which

is regular at least in the strip 0 g Im (z)gV of the upper half plane (where

kgV<k + l).

Proof.- Using the fact that the distribution function F(x) is symmetric

and absolutely continuous with a continuous probability density function

f(x), we obtain

/OO f 00g-{. log \*\f(x)dx = 2 J    x-"f(x)dx.
-oo J 0

As the distribution function F(x) has finite absolute moments up to order

k (k^l), we see easily that the integral

/xvf(x)dx
o

exists for all v in the interval OgvgV where kg V<k + 1. Then the proof

follows at once from Lemma 2.1.

As a special case of Lemma 2.2, it can be easily verified that if F(x) has

finite moments of all orders, then <p( — z) = E(e~i'lc"fxi) is an analytic function

of the complex variable z regular in the upper half plane Im (z) ^0.

Lemma 2.3. Let x and y be two independently and identically distributed

random variables having a common distribution function, F(x). Let the quotient

w = x/y follow the Cauchy law distributed symmetrically about the origin co = 0.
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Let further F(x) have finite absolute moments up to a certain order k (k=zl). If

<p(t) = E(eitloeixl) denotes the characteristic function of the distribution of log \x\,

then the function

4>(-z) = E(e~iz l0« 1*1),

considered as a function of the complex variable z, is an analytic characteristic

function which is regular in the strip -KIra (2)<& + l containing the real

axis.

Proof. From [2 ] where the author has studied some general properties of

such distribution laws F(x), it follows under the conditions of Lemma 2.3,

that F(x) is also symmetric about the origin x = 0, absolutely continuous and

has a continuous probability density function f(x) =F'(x). It is given that

a = x/y follows the Cauchy law distributed symmetrically about the origin

w = 0. Thus we can easily verify after elementary integration that the char-

acteristic function of the distribution of log |w| is given by

1
E(e" l0* l-l) = -•

cosh (D

Finally noting the relation

log | a |   = log | x |   - log | y | ,

we get easily the relation

(2.5) *(fl*(-0 = -—— >
cosh (— J

\2/

holding for all real t, where <f>(t) denotes the characteristic function of the

distribution of log|*|. Next we note that the characteristic function

1/cosh (trt/2) can be continued in the complex z-plane such that 1/cosh (irz/2)

is an analytic characteristic function which is regular in the strip | Im (z)\ < 1.

Then using the theorem of Levy [3] and Raikov [6, pp. 98-99] on the de-

composition of analytic characteristic functions, we see easily from the rela-

tion (2.5) that (p(t) can also be continued in the complex 2-plane and further

<p(—z) is also regular at least in the same strip | Im (2)| < 1.

Again since F(x) has finite absolute moments up to order k, it follows at

once from Lemma 2.2 that<£(— 2) =E(e-izlog|11) is an analytic function which

is regular at least in the strip 0gIm(z)^F (where kf^V<k-\-l). Thus

combining these two results, we conclude that <t>(—z) is an analytic character-

istic function which is regular in the strip — Kim (z)<k + l containing the

real axis. Hence the proof.
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3. Construction Of a class of distribution laws. In this section we discuss

the method of construction of a class of infinitely many distribution functions

F(x) where the quotient follows the Cauchy law. For this purpose we examine

more closely the equation

(3.1) »(»)»(-») =       .   .     .„,
cosh (xz/2)

holding for all complex z in the strip | Im (2) | <1. From (3.1) we note easily

that 4>(z) is regular at least in the strip | Im (2) | <1 and cannot have any

zeros in this strip. For further investigation, we have to make a thorough

study of the structure of the function cosh (ttz/2). We note that cosh (ttz/2) is

an entire function of order unity having only simple zeros at the points.

2 = + iar,        where        ar = 2r + 1, r = 0, 1, 2, • • ■

all situated on the imaginary axis. Thus we can write the canonical repre-

sentation of cosh (ttz/2) as

(3.2) cosh (ttz/2) =   f[   ( 1 - 4-) e*l«"
r=-oo   \ iaT I

where

a±r =  ± a,        and        ar = 2r + 1, r = 0, I, 2, • • • .

We also verify easily that the condition y^ln l/«? < °° is satisfied. We

now study a particular product representation of cosh (ttz/2). For this pur-

pose, we partition the entire set of non-negative integers (0, 1, 2, • • • ) into

two mutually exclusive and exhaustive subsets and denote by

M = ('11 r2,r3- • •)

an arbitrary subset of non-negative integers, finite or denumerable, and by

(s) = (sx, s2, s3, ■ • ■)

the corresponding complementary subset such that

W + (s) = (0, 1, 2, • • • )•

As a special case, the set (r) may constitute the whole set of non-negative

integers (0, 1, 2, • • • ). Then the set (s) naturally reduces to an empty set.

With the sets (r) and (s) so defined, we construct

p(z) = n (1 - 4-) c'^i,
(3.3) and '; ,

y_l \ la,/
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It is then easy to verify that

(3.4) cosh («/2) = P(z)Q(z)P(-z)Q(-z).

We next study the following product representation of <b(z) as:

(3.5) <j>(z) =-0(z)
P(z)Q(-z)

where P(z) and Q(z) are already defined in (3.3) and 6(z) is an analytic func-

tion of z regular at least in the strip | Im (z) | <1, and cannot have any zeros

in that strip.

We discuss the analytical behavior of 8(z) for complex values of z. We

have the equation

(3.6) *(*)*(-*) = •       1       -e(z)d(-z).
P(z)Q(-z)   P(-z)Q(z)

Using (3.1) and (3.4), we get at once from (3.6)

(3.7) 0(z)6(-z) = 1.

We make use of the transformation \b(z) =log<f>(z) and see easily that ip(z)

is also regular at least in the same strip | Im (z) | < 1. It is now easy to verify

from (3.7) that \p(z) is an odd function, that is $(—z) = — ̂(z).

Thus \p(z) has the power series representation

00

(3.8) *(s) = E 02B+iz2«+1
n-0

about the origin z = 0 for all z in the circle \z\ <1. We next note that each of

the functions <p(z) and P(z)Q( — z) is real on the imaginary axis. Hence from

(3.5) it follows at once that 6(z) and consequently \f/(z) = log 6(z) must also

be real for purely imaginary values of z. This easily gives that all the coeffi-

cients a2„+i in (3.8) must be purely imaginary and thus we can write yp(z)

= iA(z) where A(z) is an odd function and real on the real axis. With this

notation, we can rewrite (3.5) in the form

1
(3.9) <b(z) =-e"<'>.

P(z)Q(-z)

Thus the problem of making a complete enumeration of the class of char-

acteristic functions <p(z) which satisfy the relation (3.9) is essentially identi-

cal with that of determining all possible types of the function A (z) such that

c6(z) in (3.9) is a characteristic function. But this problem seems to be ex-

tremely difficult. In the present paper we shall conside - only some particular

forms of the function A (z) which makes <p(z) in (3.9) a characteristic function.

In the present section we shall consider in detail the particular case when
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A(z) in (3.9) is an entire function, that is, when 8(z) in (3.5) is an entire func-

tion without any zeros. In such a case we prove first that the order of the

entire function 6(z) cannot exceed unity. For this purpose we require a lemma

on the decomposition of analytic characteristic functions which is due to

Raikov [6].

Lemma 3.1. Let f(z) be a decomposable analytic characteristic function and

fi(z) a factor of f(z). Letf(-iv) exist for some vt^O, then for this v,fi(—iv) must

also exist. Moreover, there exist two finite numbers a > 0 and /3 2i 0 not de-

pending on v for which the inequality

(3.10) fi(-iv) ^ a-JWf(-iv)

is satisfied.

Then using the well-known property of the positive definite functions

max     | fi(t + iv) |   ^ fi(iv) (l and v real)
— 00 £t < 00

we get at once from (3.10) the inequality

(3.11) |/i(-z)|   g«-^'»'/(-w)

where z = t+iv (t and v both real). We now apply the inequality (3.11) to

the relation (3.1) and get

(3.12) I *[»|   rga-^M-i—-
COs(7r7J/2)

where z = t-\-iv (t and v both real). Then using the expression for <p(z) in (3.5)

and substituting it in (3.12), we get

I 6(z) | cos (ttv/2) H «.«CM. I P(z)Q(-z) |

^a^-\P(z)Q(-z)\

where z — t+iv (t and v both real). But P(z)Q(—z) is an entire function of

order unity. Hence from (3.13) it follows at once that the order of the entire

function B(z) cannot exceed unity. Finally using the factorization theorem of

Hadamard [8, p. 250] we have B(z) = £*" (a real). Thus we obtain

(3.14) <b(-z) =-e~ia'.
P(-z)Q(z)

We next prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. The function <p(—z) given in (3.14) is always a characteristic

function.

Proof. We can write from (3.3)
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R(z) = P(-z)Q(z)

= II (1 + -r-)-g-'liari II (1 - —) e'l*"i
y=i \        iaTJ j=x \        ia^/

= LI (i - —") e"0t
*=I \      lpk /

where the set {pk} is obtained by combining together the two sets { — arj}

and {a,j}. Clearly each pk is real and further ^2i=1 1/Pl < °° • Thus R(z) is an

entire function of order unity and having only purely imaginary zeros. Hence

applying the result [4, p. 140] it follows at once that 1/2?(z) = l/P( — z)Q(z)

is always the characteristic function of a distribution. Next we note that in

(3.14) the factor e~iaz (a real) is always the characteristic function of an

improper distribution. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.

Finally we note that we can assume a = 0 in (3.14) without any loss of

generality, as this evidently means that the distribution function of |x| is

uniquely determined except for an arbitrary scale factor. Thus except for an

arbitrary location parameter, we can write the characteristic function of the

distribution of —log \z\ as

(3.15) <p(-z) =-
P(-z)Q(z)

where P(z) and Q(z) are defined in (3.3).

We next discuss the arrangement of the elements in the sets (r) and (s),

where it is given that the distribution function F(x) has only finite absolute

moments up to a certain order k (k=l). Without any loss of generality we

can assume that the integer elements in the sets (r) and (5) are arranged in

the increasing order of magnitude such that rx <r2<r3 • • • and Si < 52 < S3 • • •.

Then it follows easily from (3.15) that <p(—z) is an analytic characteristic

function which is regular in the horizontal strip —ari<Im (z) <aSl of the

complex z-plane. Hence using a theorem of Levy [3] on analytic character-

istic functions, we get that for the analytic characteristic function c6(— z)

the singularities nearest to the real axis in either half-plane must be located

at the points z= — iari and z = iatl on the imaginary axis. On the other hand,

applying Lemma 2.3, we deduce that when the distribution function F(x) has

finite absolute moments up to order k (k^l), <p(—z) is an analytic char-

acteristic function which is regular in the strip -Kim (z) <k + l, and using

Levy [3], its singularities nearest to the real axis in either half-plane must

be the purely imaginary points on the boundary of its strip of regularity,

that is, the points z= — i and z = i(k + l) on the imaginary axis. Finally re-

membering that ar = 2r + l, we deduce at once the conditions n=0 and

si = k/2 which must be an integer, that is, k must be an even integer. Thus

we write k = 2m (where m is an integer). Thus we have proved that under the
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condition that the distribution function F(x) has finite moments up to a cer-

tain even order 2wi, the arrangement of the elements in the sets (r) and (s)

will be as follows, the first m elements of the set (r) must be 0,1, 2, • • • ,m — \

and the first element of the set (s) must be m, that is,

(r) = (0, 1, 2, • • •, m - 1, • • • )
(3.16)

(s) = (m, ■ • • )

while the arrangement of the remaining integers in the sets (r) and (s) are

entirely arbitrary, the integer elements in each of the sets being arranged in

ascending order of magnitude.

We now summarize the main result in the form of the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1. Let the characteristic function of the distribution of —log | x|

be given by

1
<b(-z) =-

P(-z)Q(z)

where P(z) and Q(z) are defined as in (3.3), corresponding to the two mutually

exclusive and exhaustive subsets (r) and (s) of non-negative integers. Let the

elements in both the sets be arranged in increasing order of magnitude and further

subject to the conditions given in (3.16). Any such construction of <j>(—z) gives a

distribution function F(x) having finite moments up to order 2m for which the

quotient x/y has the Cauchy law.

Thus we see that a class of infinitely many distribution functions F(x) can

be constructed each having finite moments up to order 2m with the property

that the quotient has the Cauchy distribution.

4. Further examples. In this section we shall construct another class of

characteristic functions <p(z) which satisfy the relation (3.9) where ^4(2) is

not an entire function. For the construction of this class, we have to make use

of a lemma which is essentially connected with the rational characteristic

functions and proved by Lukacs [5].

Lemma 4.1. Let

(1 + il/w)(l + it/w)
(4.1) HO = - -—-

(1 - it/a)(l - 100(1 - it/v)

where

v = a + ib;    w = a + i/3    and   a > 0, b > 0, a > 0, B > 0.

Then the function <!>(/) is always a characteristic function, if and only if, one of

the following two conditions (which are mutually exclusive) holds:

(i) 8={b2-(a+a)i}1'2^31i2(a+a),

(ii) 8^{b2-(a+a)2}112 and simultaneously B2t(a+a)2+b2/2.
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The proof of this lemma is based on the properties of certain non-negative

trigonometric polynomials and given in [5].

Here we are interested in only a special case of the above lemma when

w = v. Thus we see easily that

(1 + it/v)(l + it/v)
(4.2) *(/) =-V -

(1 - il/a)(l - it/v)(l - it/v)

where

v = a + ib;       v = a — ib;       a > 0;       b > 0

is always the characteristic function of a distribution whenever b ̂  23/2a.

We now select 9(z) in the equation (3.5) as follows:

(4.3),(,). ,«..> - ftv   iy-A   ">■•'■ ft v   iyJK   **'
'" (x-±)(x-±)   '-'  (l + JL)(l + J-)

\      nv,/ \      iyTi/ \      ly.j/ \      ty.j/

where

7r,   = «r- + iprj; Pr,-  ^  2^2arj,

y.j = atj + iptj;       ptj ^ 2"2a,,.,

arj = 2ri + l; a,j = 2si + l corresponding to the elements of the sets (r) and (5)

and the numbers Nx and N2 may be either finite or infinite. We further note

that the condition

00 00

2 1/ I 7r |2 < 22 !/<*' < °° is satisfied.
r-0 r=0

We substitute this expression for 6(z) in (4.3) in the expression for <p(z)

in (3.5) and get after a little rearrangement of terms

(l + jA(l + JLS
*)_a—l ""A «J—n—-—

- h _-L)(x _ -L)(x - JA„.,..., «■» (x-JA,«<»,
,M  ,. \        latrj/ \       iy,J \       iyrj/ \       iarj/

(4.4)

x fj V      iy.J \      iyj ^ l
»    (l + -LVl + —) (l + -W, W1 (l + -) e-^,

\        iaSj/ \        iy.J \        iySj/ \        iaSj/

We note that if both the numbers Nx and A^ are finite, it follows as an
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immediate application of (4.2) that <p(z) in (4.4) is a characteristic function,

but if, on the other hand, either of the numbers Ni and N2 are infinite, it is

also easy to verify that (f>(z) is a characteristic function as a simple further

consequence of the continuity theorem of Levy. We can also see easily that

when <p(z) is of the form (4.4), the characteristic function <j>( — z) is an analytic

characteristic function which is regular in the horizontal strip —ar,<Im (2)

<a,[ (of course, under the assumption that the elements in both the sets (r)

and (s) are arranged in increasing order of magnitude). Thus in this case also

we can state a theorem which is analogous to the Theorem 3.1. Hence the

characteristic function <j>(z) constructed in (4.4) again generates a class of

infinitely many distribution functions F(x) with the desired property.
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